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The framework of the Standard-Model Extension (SME) provides a relativistic
quantum field theory for the study of Lorentz violation. The classical, nonrela-
tivistic equations of motion can be extracted as a limit that is useful in various
scenarios. In this work, we consider the effects of certain SME coefficients for
Lorentz violation on the motion of macroscopic objects having net intrinsic
spin in the classical, nonrelativistic limit.
1. Introduction
The most successful description of physics today is provided by General
Relativity and the Standard Model; however, the combined description
is unacceptable as one approaches the Planck scale. The Standard-Model
Extension (SME) seeks to provide relevant experimental guidance in ad-
dressing this issue by introducing a framework of all possible Lorentz-
violating terms.1 The quest to experimentally detect or constrain the
Lorentz-violating terms in the SME requires the ability to detect the impact
of these terms at scales reasonable for experiment.
One way to search for relativity violations is to study the effects of these
couplings on macroscopic objects at low energies. The goal of this work is
to search for the impact of relativity violating terms in the SME on the
acceleration of macroscopic objects with intrinsic spin in the nonrelativis-
tic limit. This extends work investigating torques on such objects,2 work
considering spin-independent Lorentz-violating accelerations,3 and work on
the classical relativistic theory.4
The initial theoretical tool for our investigation is the Foldy-Wouthuysen
transformation.5 The motivation for this transformation is to extract the
nonrelativistic hamiltonian from its relativistic counterpart. The Foldy-
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Wouthuysen transformation is designed to reduce the off-diagonal portions
of the Dirac hamiltonian in a systematic fashion, so that the nonrelativistic
(top 2× 2 block) component of the hamiltonian can be taken on its own to
some degree of accuracy.
2. Free hamiltonian and generic force
In considering the nonrelativistic free-particle hamiltonian, we consider re-
sults proportional to two powers of momentum.6 These take the form
H =
p2
2m
+ ...−
1
m
Cjkpjpk + ..., (1)
where
Cjk = cjk +
1
2c00δjk − {[(d0j + dj0)−
1
2m (bj +mdj0 +
1
2mǫjmngmn0
+ 12ǫjmnHmn)]δkl +
1
2m(bl +
1
2mǫlmngmn0)δjk − ǫjlm(gm0k + gmk0)}σ
l
(2)
to first order in Lorentz violation. Using Hamilton’s equations of motion,
we can repackage the Lorentz-violating piece into an effective mass term
mjk, given by
mjk = mδjk + 2mC(jk), (3)
where C(jk) denotes symmetrization on the indices jk; C(jk) =
1
2 (Cjk+Ckj).
We produce a modified form of Newton’s second law
Fj = mjkak, (4)
where the mass is now a matrix dependent on spin orientation with respect
to the coefficients for Lorentz violation.
Figure 1 illustrates two examples of motion resulting from a nonzero bj
in Eq. (2). In the left-hand image, the particle has spin perpendicular to
the direction of ~b. The net acceleration of this object is
~a =
~F
m
−
~b(~σ · ~F )
2m2
−
~σ(~b · ~F )
2m2
, (5)
with directionality affected by the orientation of ~F with respect to ~b and
~σ. The right-hand image shows the particle in the case of a force applied
perpendicular to the direction of ~b and ~σ. Here the acceleration is
~a =
(
1
m
+
~b · ~σ
m2
)
~F . (6)
Note that in this case, the acceleration is in the usual direction, but the
magnitude is altered by ~b · ~σ.
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Fig. 1. Two different cases of a particle with some intrinsic spin, ~σ, in the presence of
an arbitrary force ~F and the Lorentz-violating field ~b.
3. Interactions
In general, the force appearing in Eq. (4) may contain additional Lorentz
violation and should be handled by considering interactions in the hamil-
tonian. As an example, we consider electromagnetism with bµ as the only
nonzero coefficient for Lorentz violation. We find a hamiltonian of the form
H =
1
2m
(
~p− q ~A
)2
−
q
2m
Bjσ
j + qA0− bjσ
j +
1
m
(b0pjσ
j − qb0Ajσ
j), (7)
including terms to order in 1/m in the Foldy-Wouthuysen expansion. To this
order we find no additional bµ contributions associated with the interaction,
and the force appropriate for insertion into Eq. (4) takes the usual form:
Fj = qEj + qǫjklvkBl. (8)
A less trivial example is provided by the case of gravitational interactions.7
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